strahov hill

a magnetic field that impacts the immediate surroundings, Prague 6 district and in the future the city of Prague
STRAHOV STADIUM = the magnet

PEOPLE’S ATTRACTOR
through the mixed-activities

IMPACT ACCELERATOR
area revival

MOBILITY ENHANCER
green communication means for the future
STRUCTURAL DESIGN APPROACH

division of the strahov stadium into four co-dependant wings

inversion of the direction of the programmatic impact as well as the perception of a stadium typology
TOWARDS SOCIAL COHESION
MOBILITY SCHEME
5 MIN POCKET DISTRICT
PERMANENCE

TEMPORALITY

PROGRAMMATIC ACTIVITIES
east wing
east wing

library

studio

museum
south wing +
the square
west wing + student dorm extension
west wing + student dorm extension
north wing+ modular units
north wing+ modular units
box module $50\text{m}^2$
can be merged to fit different businesses’ needs